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I was lucky to hear Buddy on the first night he played the Gaslight with his band and I have followed his career ever since. He is among the handful of guitar players who can make me listen to them, as opposed to experiencing them. A couple of years ago, I bought this CD after hearing it recommended by another blues hound. Never have I heard so many different blues songs in one album. The record showcases the vocal and instrumental prowess of Guy, an artist who is among the most challenging to
follow. This is the ultimate Illinois blues album. Not a perfect album by any means but his singing is just what you expect from Guy. It doesnt matter what the song is, Buddy goes right in and you can hear that its a great song. And his guitar is absolute perfection. I would have to say this is one of the best sounding blues albums you will find. Thats because these guys have no problems with the studio or the recording process. They have a band that knows what they are doing, and when you play or hear

these songs you know that. No, this CD will not push your blues on you or put your soul down. But it sure will put a smile on your face and if youve ever listened to Buddy Guy, you should do it again If you have a LiveAtJaxx.co website that looks exactly like KickassTorrents (KAT) or Katcr.co, or have a Goopus.co website that looks exactly like Katcr.co, then its time to consider your options. If the website is very high quality, and has plenty of great content, then start your search for the original KickassTorrents
(KAT) site, and you should be good to go. Keep in mind, if you find a website that looks like KickassTorrents (KAT) and it is not a Katcr.co website, this is not the KickassTorrents (KAT) site. You can even look at your router's IP to see if the website is hosting the correct IP address.
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